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4 eliminated
ia AS primary
By Robert Siler
Associate Editor
Two weeks of campaigning end
today as voters decide who will
control sturknt government for the
next yea1 . And with several tight
finished in last week's primary, it's
anyone's guess who will win.
The AS executive tickets of
Stone-Muir-Hl.!nke and HansenMoran-Kratofil both survived the
primary.
In the race for AS president current executive vice president
Thayne Stone outpolled executive
assistant Craig Hansen 341 to 282.
Independent candidate Lesley
Turner received 67 votes and was
bumped from the race.
Tightest of the major races was
the executive vice president ballot.
Former executive assistant Bill
Muir will square off against former
state legislative intern Mike Moran.
Muir garnered 279 primary votes to
Moran's 245. Eliminated from the
ballot was former council member
Teri DeSautel, who received 161

primary ·votes.
In the race for finance vice president, Darren Henke received 374
votes to Mike Kratofil's 290.
Easterner staff cartoonist Gordon
Wittenmyer garnered five write-in
ballots, enough to be formally
recognized in the official results,
said Peter Perkins, AS director of
elections.
Of the four AS council positions
contested in the primary, only one
involved the elimination of candidates. Terry Draper won a narrow margin over Ken Walsh, 171
votes to 169, in the race for council position No. 6. The two square
off in today's election. Eliminated
were Jay lndorf, who received 161
votes, and Cynthia Brewer, who
got 155.
In the race for council position
No. 3, Suzanne Thompson outpolled incumbent Jose Cortez 363 votes
to 280. For position No. 4, Mark
Dunn received 367 votes to Mike
Cranstoun's 287, while in the race
for position No. 5 Oean Moore
... conlinued on page 16
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A look at the
AS candidates
By Robert Siler
Associale Editor
The race for AS executive positions ends today, with candidates
for all three positions ending their
campaigns in a flurry of activity.
A public forum in the PUB
multipurpose room Tuesday drew
about 90 spectators, and both
tickets - Hansen-Moran-Kratofil
and Stone-Muir-Henke - released
platforms outlining their stand on
several student issues.
A radio debate between the
candidates was broa~cast yesterday on KEWC-FM, the campus
radio station.
The candidates for AS president, Thayne Stone and Craig
Hansen, both have been heavily
involved in student government
the past two years. Stone, as executive vice president this year,

has been chiefly involved in working to reduce parking rates and
helping shepherd the PUB expansion plan through its current difficulties.
Hansen, as one of President
Gina Hames' executive assistants
this school year, has chiefly been
responsible for working to
revamp the AS child care subsidy
into a more workable plan.
Candidates for AS executive
vice-president, Mike Moran and
Bill Muir,
have different
backgrounds in leadership experience.
Moran recently finished a term
as legislative intern with state
senator George Fleming, working
on a strip-search legislation and
Minority and Women's Business
Enterprises (MWBE).
Muir has been a past vicepresident of residence hall council
... continued on page 16
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Pholo h)' Ot:Rt.:K HANSON

Chris Ekstrom's face tenses as he concentrates lo bring the music of his bass lo life during the Symphony
Orrhestra concert in Showalter auditorium Feb. 15.

Roommates arrested for Streeter carpeting theft
By Siu McDowall
Copy Editor
Two EWU men are scheduled
to answer to charges today in
Spokane Country District Court
in Cheney in connection with the
theft of $870 worth of carpeting
cut from a roll in the Streeter Hall
lobl?y last month.
Demetrius A. Owens, 19, and
G.C. Williams, 19, were arrested
for third-degree theft and released
on their own recognizance last
week, capping a two-week investigation by University Police.
Investigating officer Vertie
Brown said the pair, roommates
in Morrison Hall, both gave
statements admitting to cutting a

portion from the roll large his investigation in earnest until
Monday, Jan 30, the day after the
enough to carpet their room.
carpeting
was said to have been
The roll had been left in the
moved.
lobby over the Jan. 28-29
Two weeks of "intense inweekend by workers re-carpeting
vestigation" and "numerous inthe lobby area.
terviews" led Brown to Morrison
Carpet disappeared
Brown said that "a matter of room 423, where Williams and
several hours" after the pair had Owens agreed to turn themselves
in to University Police. If they
taken the carpet up to their room,
hadn't, Brown said, he would
Williams and another man
"allegedly took it back to the area have been forced to get a Spokane
of
the
(Streeter-Morrison) County warrant for their arrest,
which would entail booking into
multipurpose room."
the
county jail and perhaps
Then the carpeting vanished.
The investigation appeared to posting bond.
Recovery not essenlial
be getting too close, Brown said,
Brown
is now "satisfied" with
and Williams was worried about
the
case,
as
Williams and Owens
getting caught.
have agreed to pay for the stillBut Brown said he didn't begin

missing carpeting.
''Recovery of the carpeting at
this point is not essential because
the university will be reimbursed
for the loss," he said.
"My main concern was to see
that the university was reimbursed."
In spite of the loss, workers had
enough material left to complete
the Streeter lobby improvements,
said Res_idential Life Director
Marianne , , Hall
Hall said she was '' real pleased" with the result of the investigation .
"We try really hard to find the
people responsible for thefts and
vandalism," she said. "Otherwise

everybody else (in the dorms) has
to pay. It's not fair."
"Students don't realize they
may be entering the felony
category with this kind of a
thing," she said. "They only
think of it as a prank."
Studenlsentenced
EWU student Kenneth Charles
Rablin of Cheney was sentenced
last week to 90 days in Spokane
C ounty Jail, with 89 day s
suspended, after he pleaded guilty
to a charge of malisciou s
mischief. Rablin was cited by
University Police Feb. 9 for tearing down two bathroom stall
doors on the fourth floor of
Dressler Hall early Feb . 4.
Damage was estimated at $200.
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WSL' s tuition freeze
is dying in the House
By Cal FitzSimmons

troduced the amendment in an attempt to kill the bill, because he
introduced the amendment and
then did not vote for it," Ryherd
said.
She said the bill, with the added
financial aid amendment, would
create a fiscal note of $13 million
which she says would never get out
of the house.
The problem facing the 18-credit
surcharge removal is one common
to the tuition freeze bill as well lack of time.
The current session of the
legislature is scheduled to end
March 8 and both bills must compete with other bills for hearings
before House Ways and Means if
they have any chance of passing
during this session.
The freeze and surcharge have
been the main focus of the
Washington Student Lobby this
year and both appeared headed for

Editor

Bills in the Washington State
Legislature, one calling for a freeze
on tuition levels and another to
eliminate the 18-credit surcharge,
have hit hard times in the current
session. The tuition freeze could die from
lack of support for amendments
that have been tacked onto the
original bill,. The bill, in its primary
form, passed the Senate 27-17 last
month.
Majken Ryherd of the
Washington Student Lobby says
that when the bill came before the
House Ways and Means Committee an amendment was added by
Rep. J. Vander Stoep, D-Chehalis,
calling for an increase in the
percentage of tuition fees that are
used for financial aid.
"Our feeling (WSL) is that he in:

Pholo by BRAD GARRISON

"D.C.," the mighty mascot of' Delta Chi fraternity, reigns over
this group of men devoted to parties and philanthropy.

W-Hderness activities galore
By· Lisa Harrison

Staff Writer

"Party tonight at Delta Chi!"
These are the words we hear on
an occasional Friday afternoon
when asking someone what's going on this weekend.
Parties are not all that take
place at Eastern's only frat house;
philanthropy also plays a major
part in the development of this
fraternity.
Philanthropy is defined as good
will to all man by Webster and
Delta Chi plans on spreading lots
of good will throughout the rest
of the school year.
Two charities that will receive
some of this good will include the
Big Brothers Association of
Spokane and Variety Club said
Joe Harris, president of Delta
Chi.
The fraternity plans on attending a movie in Spokane to assist
the Big Brothers. They also will
be answering telephones from 2 to
3 p.m. for the Variety Club
Telethon.
Delta Chi will be sponsoring a
"Water Faucet Open" on March
10. This event consists of different teams competing in events
such as medley relays and synchronized swi~ming and will be ,
held in EWU's swimming pool,
Harris said.
Teams made up from members
of Eastern's football and baseball
teams as well as teams composed
of dorm residents will be competing.
"You don't have to be a super
swimmer to be in it,f' said Tom
Brush, corresponding secretary
for Delta Chi. Brush also said
plans are being mad~ to hold an

jA~GE
·<-nOUi<-E
-PIZZA
Fr•• Dellver.f

$1.00 Off
Large and Giant
Pizza
Good Thru 318/84

Walt Burgsall, a wildlands
recreation major at Eastern who
went on a canoeing trip to Priest
Lake and a backpack trip to
Stevens Lake, said he had an "excellent time on all of the trips" he
has attended through the Outdoor
Program.

Staff Writer

Delta guys planning
community activities
· By Susan Walsdorf

passage after easy times in the
Senate. Since that time, though, the
tide has turned. Governor
Spellman has indicated he will veto
the freeze amendment if it reaches
his desk and now with the added
amendments the bill is in trouble.
Ryherd says the lobby is now being put in the uncomfortable position of appearing not to support
increased financial aid by not supporting the bill with the amendment included.
"What we're trying to do is get
the amendment off the bill. Not
because we're againt financial aid
but because we look at the tuition
freeze as a form of aid," Ryherd
said.
The last hectic days of the current legislative session are already
upon the state leaders and if either
bill is to become law they will have
to find hearings soon or be shelved.

The Outdoor Program has
planned and led numerous trips
this quarter· for those who have
had a desire to tackle the
wilderness.
Tom Miller, a student at
Eastern, went on the Lookout
Pass Ski Trip, Achilles Ranch Ski
Trip, and Priest Lake Canoe
Trip. He commented that the
three trips were well led. He also
said "the big disappointment was
that more people did'n 't come on
the trips."

"After Splash Bash" from 5- 7
p.m. at the Delta House.
"Everyone that comes and participates in the Water Faucet
Open gets in free," said Brush.
"The others have to pay $2."
Some of Delta Chi's plans for
spring quarter include a softball
tournament, a dance on Mayfest
weekend, golf tourney on•
Panret's weekend and the
possibility of a beach party.
A consolidated rush with
Eastern's other newly formed
fraternity, Delta Omega, and
Alpha Sigma Pi, Estern's lone
sorority, will take place the second week of spring quarter, Harris said. The three groups have
organized an Inter-Greek Council.
"We want to promote the
Greek system around here,'' said
Harris. "The potential's there to
get Qreek system started."
Delta Chi .is going strong now
with nearly 30 members and
hopes to gain more with next
quarter's rush.
"We can't help but grow
because we are getting such great
support," said Brush.

gram is also an information
center. Rick Newman, director of
the Outdoor Program says, "We
would love to share some
thoughts on places to go, things to
do, weather conditions, etc. We
have a variety of maps,
magazines, books, ideas, and experience freely available."

Although t·his quarter is coming
to a close, next quarter is just
around the corner and so are spring trips. Don't forget that the
Outdoor Program is there for
you. For information on any outdoor activities available now or
In addition to planning and ex- · later, phone 359-7919, or stop by
cuting trips, the Outdoor Pro- room 230 Phase I. ,

Most of this quarter's ski trips
have already been completed.
However, the Wallowa Hut Ski
Trip is coming up March 2-4.
Everyone interested is urged to
sign up.

Medicine man
lecturies today

Al.PIii RAPPA .,SI

Dr. D.C. Cole, a medidne man
from Albuquerque, N.M., will
deliver a lecture today at noon on
the native American philosophy
of religion at the EWU
Longhouse.
Cole a professor at the College
of Sante Fe, will present anGther·
lecture tonight at 7 p.m. at the
Cheney Cowles Museum in
Spokane. The subject of this lecture will be government policies
which dfect native Americans.
These lectures are sponsored by
EWU, WSU, and Gonzaga
University.

a

Welcomes The
Following New Members

Spring~ 1984
Doug Berg
Trina Damish
Daniel Estelle
Debra Gronseth
Michelle Gut,tenburg

-·

7«1#4-'4 (l:o,,,,,_,u

DISCOVER
YOUR

I..UNCBEON MENU

WINNING IMAGE
W/Tf.l

Professional Color Analysis
for Men & Women
.Independent Color Consultant
1:ar.nmy Whitbeck
Specializing' in Color, Make-up, and
,
Wardrobe
Call for appointment

824-2488
I

I

Wendi Jensen
Elizabeth McMahon
Roberta Osteheller
Brenda Strawn
Mr. William 1iurnquist

~rved from 10:30 a.m.-a: 1,8 p.m.

Thurs., Feb. 23 Bf Barley Soup, Mtbal San/Pot Chp, Shepherd's
Ple,·Tuna Salad, Carrot Coins, Salad Bar, Wh & Cr

Wh Brd, Van. Crm Pud., Brwn Sgr Cookies
•

Fri., Feb. 24

Clan, Chwder, Dell Beef Sand, Chckn Ala King,
Spinach Sid, Cut Gr. Beans, Salad Bar, Wht & Ban.
Brd, Brownies
•

Sat., Feb. 25
Sun., Feb. 26

BRUNCH
BRWNCH

Mo,:,., Feb. 27

Cr. Chicken. Soup, Bacon, lettuce & Tamato
Sand., Burrito, Turkey Sid Bowl, Corn·, Salad Bar,
Wht & Ban. Brd', Peanut Btr Cook

\

I

T4e~:, Feb. 28

Cr. Potato Soup, Ham on Muffin/with Cheese,
American Goul~sh, Tuna Taco Pit, z.ucchini, Salad'
Bar, Wht & Raisin Brd, Btrscotch Bars

Wed./Feb: 29

Minestrone Soup, Beef Stew/Biscuit, Peli Special,
Ctief Salad, Fr. Stl Gr. Beans, Salad Bar, Wht Brd &
Biscuit, Sugar Cookies

..
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Opinion
-- - - -

Easter1-1er staff picks
its favorite candidates
Student elections at Eastern attract very little participation. In
last week's primary less than 10 percent of the students voted the highest turnout for a primary in recent memory.
Whatever the reason for this non-involvement, the students
elected to represent us in student government are in control of
a great deal of money - $1.5 million this year. This money comes
primarily from service and activity fees paid by every student as
they register.
In past years The Easterner has chosen to stand ba~k from the
elections and not endorse candidates. This year, however, in the
hope of generating more student interest, The Easterner has examined the candidates and their campaigns and reached a decision on which candidates would best serve the interests of ALL
the students of this school. The endorsements, pro or con, are
the majority positions of the editorial staff.
The race for ASEWU president has been interesting. On one
side is Thayne Stone who has served as AS executive vice president this past year and has been a key figure in the PUB expansion project.
On the other side is AS executive assistant Craig Hansen, who
has voiced more than once his outrage over the way the expansion project has been handled.
Both candidates have demonstrated their willingness to commit time and effort to student government. Both would make
good presidents. The endorsement of The Easterner goes to
Thayne Stone, however. His experience, proven dedication and
on-the-job credentials earn him this endorsement.
In the race for executive vice president two candidates with
vastly different dispositions are running. Mike Moran, former
legislative intern, has made his position clear on just about each
subject on campus.
Bill Muir, on the other hand, has been something of a
mystery. He says he has ideas for solving problems with student
government, but has failed to identify those problems or discuss
their solutions.
The Easterner endorsement goes enthusiastically to Mike
Moran, who if elected should make an outstanding speaker of
the council.
The position of finance vice president is again a battle between
two good candidates, Mike Kratofil and Darren Henke. Both
have impressive credentials and ideas to bring to the office. It is
heartening to see two such candidates, for they have big shoes to
fill in replacing Steve Zander, who has done an outstanding job
as finance vice president the past two years.
The endorsement of The Easterner, though, goes to Darren
Henke because of his commitment to maintaining the current
structure of the finance office.
Candidates for council position No. 3 are Suzanne Thompson
and Jose Cortez, who currently holds the position. Both candidates seem committed to representing the students, but the endorsement goes to Sue Thompson.
Candidates for position No. 4 are Mike Cranston and Mark
Dunn. Both seem to be well qualified, but the endorsement goes
to Mike Cranston.
Candidates for position No. 5 are Dean Moore and Michael
Gordon Jaynes. Neither candidate appears the kind this student
government could benefit from. The Easterner gives no endorsement for this position.
C andidates for position No. 6 are Ken Walsh and Terry
Draper. Walsh, is an older student and Spokane resident, offers
the council the diversity it desperately needs . The Easterner endorses Ken Walsh.
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President
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Thayne Stone
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Executive Vice President
Michael M. Moran
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Darren Henke
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Position #3
Sue Thompson

Position #4
Mike Cranston
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Position #6
Ken Walsh
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Letters
Mag~zine benefits unavailable to students
To the students of EWU:
Three weeks ago, the ASEWU
Council voted 8-1 in denial of a
reinstatement of funds for Willow
Springs magazine. This denial was
based ~pon a number of reasons,
none of which were fairly
represented to any extent by Debra
Kang-Dean or Bill O'Daly in their
letters to The Easterner editor on
February 9. I will attempt to clarify
the reasons why the AS Council
voted in denial of this request.
Mr. O'Daly stated that Willow
Springs magazine is committed to
excellence and learning. Willow
Springs is well-known for its quali ty and positive effect on the image
of EWU. The magazine also provides a good learning environment
for its several student editors. The
students whose works are published(less thanJOJoof the magazineJean
say too that rney have benefited in
an educational manner. And, of
course, student readers learn from

to the students of EWU. In my opinion (and in the minds of the AS
Council members), Willow Springs
magazine makes no effort whatsoever to make these benefits
available to Eastern students. I
have spoken with a great number
of students and most had not even
heard of the magazine until recently! Most students associate Willow
Springs with the restauran t in
downtown C heney. Even when the
ASEWU Council allocated $250
for promotional purposes, the
editors made no attempt to reach
more of our students.
Mrs. Dean seemed to feel that
the goal of the AS Council was to
turn Willow Springs magazine in
to a profit making venture. She
couldn't be further from the truth.
When will people realize that the
goal of the AS Council is to provide the best possible service to
EWU students while working
within a limited budget. The pro-

of course). Under current arrangements, I don't think the
magazine' s staff is making any attempt to increase the benefits derived from student monies.
As part of the presentation to the
AS Council, a petition containing
over 500 signatures in adamant
support of the Willow Springs
cause ·was supplied. Why wasn't
the petition given much weight?
Because only 200 plus students are
willing to spend a measly $1. 50 to
purchase each issue of the
magazi ne . How stro ng ly do
students really feel about Willow
Spring's magazi ne? do they_really
want their monies spent in thi s
manner? The AS Co,uncil didn't
think so. And 1 agree.
Please help direct the editors of
Willow Springs magazine to make
a better effort to serve EWU
students (the students are footing
the bill!). Vote no on the Willow
Springs initi~tive! !

the publication.

fitability of an organization has
nothing to do with their funding
level (financial responsibility does,

Steve Zander
ASEWU Finance vice president

I think the experiences listed

above can provide a needed service

---------------......---~----~....-.....-~--~....------...--- - -- ----Tbe Eastemer, February 23, 1914 Paae 5

Jesse Jacks.o n

Politics showed in ·early ·s peeches
His speech was mesmerizing, according
to the magazine article. For 45 minutes '
Jesse Jackson spoke, announcing in ringing
.
rhymes his candidacy for president.
"From outhouse to White Housel Our.
time has come!" proclaimed the black civil
. rights leader from Chicago.
Jackson's entry into this year's presidential sweepstakes marks the change in his
By Robert Siler
career from preacher to politician, from a
leader of the civil rights movement of the '
'60s to the leader of the "rainbow coali- .__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..._.,.
tion," the minority and fringe groups the charismatic reverend from Chicago.
Jackson says have been left out and ig- Jackson would have had good cause to be
nored by our political system.
bitter toward whites--less than a year
Jackson's two appearances at Eastern, before, his mentor, Martin Luther King
once in 1969 and again in 1976, help show Jr., had been assassinated.
that change.
But Jackson's words were of cooperaEastern shared many of the campus protion . He called on whites to be sympathetic
blems that plagued the nation in the late to the problems of blacks in the ghettos,
'60s. The Easterner helped buy an ad in the and urged all races to get along. "For some
New York Times protesting the Vietnam
reason God has put us all here together and
War .
we must live together as brothers or die
Students protested the university's mantogether as fools," he told a large Eastern
datory ROTC program, and the Students crowd.
for a Democratic Society, the group that
The next week The Easterner in an
editorial concluded that Jackson's speech
took control of Columbia University in
New York for awhile, formed a chapter on
had been the highlight of black-oriented accampus.
tivities during that first "Black Awareness
Week" at Eastern.
Racial tensions were evident, too. In
February 1969 Easterner columnist Steve
And a letter to the paper noted that the
question-and-answer session following the
Miller reported that a black activist student
had received death threats, and noted that
speech was marked with silence, broken
the words "Nigger Go to Hell" were proonly once by a man who said "there are no
minently displayed across campus.
questions--the man answered them all."
Miller also reported that black students
When Jackson spoke at Eastern in April,
1976, he faced a different sort of atweren't about to apologize for the activism. In the words of one student, "I just
mosphere. Black Awareness Week had
passed i11 February without much notice,
want to be people--but until you treat me
like people, I'm gonna be black."
and though black students were still active,
Into this atmosphere stepped Jackson,
they weren't fighting overt racial attitudes

.All thos
ears ag

as much as they were fighting for more funding for programs .

In his speech Jackson noted that, to be
effective in helping blacks overcome the
economic inequalities arrayed against
them, students needed to rekindle the fires
that had driven the civil rights movement in
the '60s.
"We waited there in jail and prayed,
cried, and exploded--jailed without bail.
We broke down those barriers, we smashed
down the cotton curtain and that was a
great generation because it served .. .. To
serve your present age is to be relevant, to
be on time, to be in time," Jackson told the
students.
Jackson's speech also reflected his growing participation in politics. He criticized
the campaigns of both Jimmy Carter, who
was elected that year, and senator Henry
Jackson .
And he reemphasized his commitment to
push for more voter registration among
blacks . " The hands that picked cotton in
1966 will pick presidents in 1976," he said .
Black voters failed to have the impact he
predicted they would in 1976 and 1980. But
Jackson can show convincingly that more
black participation in southern states could
have thrown the last election from Reagan
to Carter.
He is running for president, he says, to
get those people to participate and to address their needs.
Along the way he has received endorsements from groups as diverse as Progressive magazine and midwest farmers.
Jackson, the preacher-turned-politician,
has been a fascinating leader to watch. He
has shown depth in both his religious and
political beliefs. Whether those are enough

W.igh orn

.Jesse Jackson
to make him a serious contender for the
presidency is yet to be seen. But the issues
he raises are important, as shown by his
speech last August marking the 20th
aniversary of March on Washington led by
Martin Luther King, Jr. "20 years later we
have our freedom, our civil rights ... but 20
years later we do not have equality. We
have moved in--now we must move up.
Dream on! March on! ... Our day has
come!"

Attack sparks response
Opinions based on reckless assumptions
To the editor:
While Mr. Echikunwoke is certainly entitled to his opinion,
wouldn't it be wiser to have that
opinion based on fact instead of
reckless assumptions? Mr.
Echikunwoke makes certain
statements that allude to
mismanagement at the expense of
black students. In as short a space
as possible, I wish to clarify the
issues raised and answer the
groundless.

The majority of departments
offering academic coursework
will have supplemental readings
available to students. Several
departments have lounges or
libraries where students can read
or check out this material.
Students know the building
schedule and make arrangements
to check out materials prior to S
p.m.--certainly rhis . is no great
burden. The books for the library
came from my office and Dr.
Boateng's office and were here
when we came, we simply consolidated and centralized the collection. The additional books
were donations from publishers
or private citizens. We are sorry
that Mr. Echikunwoke does not
like the space that we set aside but
we find that most students like the
close, relaxed atmosphere and
find it conducive to study.
· Mr. Echikunwoke's mention of
the Black Education Program
(BEP) Student Advisory Council

is further demonstration of his
folly. Council meetings are open
and he is invited to attend, then he
may · speak more intelligently
about the issue.
Another gross misrepresentation of the facts came from his
statements about the lack of
tutorial aids. As director of the
Tutorial Services Program sponsored by the BEP, I ask Mr.
Echikunwoke just what he uses as
his information source. The program is in its third quarter and we
have involved more students each
quarter. A senior student, Tina
Shields, acts in the professional
capacity of tutor supervisor and
together we contact students and
professors to make them aware of
the service. Once again, the
records can speak for themselves.
I now would have to ask--no,
challenge--Mr. Echikunwoke to
identify anyone on the BEP staff
who revealed any information to
him as he claims. I must ask if his
statements can honestly be
regarded as thos~ of a concerned,
informed student, or the sour
grapes rumbling of a student who
sought $96 from the BEP for
books and was angered when he
was told that we could not provide the money.
It seems elementary for me to
have to remind Mr. Echikunwoke
that he will not like all people of
the African descent, simply
because they are African. What is

The Easterner encourages responsible opinions and the
discussion of issues, both on and off campus, in the form of
letters to the editor.
Letters should be double-spaced and typewritten, with
name and phone number of the writer included. Letters
without names and phone numbers will not be printed.
The Easterner reserves the right to edit all letters, but only
for brevity. 'Bring letters to The Easterner office at room 119
in the PUB or mail them to The Easterner, PUB 119, EWU,
Cheney, Washington, 99004.

necessary is that he not become an
agent for those who would like to
see
minority
programs
eliminated. If he wishes to make
statements, fine. But the very
least he could do is have these
statements substantiated by fact,
not personal vendetta.
Marilyn Kershaw

.Readers deserve explanation

To the editor:
It is regrettable that you could
violate all journalistic ethics and
publish a letter clearly worded
and intended to assassinate the
character and reputation of an
administrator and an entire program on this campus without
bothering to verify the facts.
(Refer to Easterner, February 16,
1984, Letter to the editor, "New
Library is Inadequate").
Even though we don't intend to
bring ourselves to the level of the
author of that letter by entering
into a verbal contest, I feel your
To the editor:
readers deserve to know the
Our attention has been called to numerous inaccuracies in his leta letter published in the Feb. 16 ter and an explanation of the cirissue of The Easterner in which cumstances that led to the submisthe author claimed to be represen- sion and your subsequent publicating the views of the black tion of the letter. My position as a
students in the Black Education faculty member of the Black
Program. It is unfortunate that Education Program puts me in a
The Easterner .d id not find it close working relationship with
necessary to verify the accuracy the director who was the main
of this claim, and published the subject of the article in The
letter which was clearly intended Easterner, letters to the editor,
to attack the integrity of the pre- February 16, 1984. The author of
sent director and the entire pro- the letter, Mr. Mark Echikuwoke,
gram. Mr. Echikunwoke's letter had approached the director of
contains non-verifiable and false the Black Education Program,
statements.
Dr. Felix Boateng, at the, beginning of the fall quarter for 1983,
We want it to be clearly
and requested that the director of
understood that we do not share the Black Education Program
the views, interpretations and take ninety-six dollars from the
position of this author, Mr.
Black Education Program budget
Echikunwoke. The Black Student to pay for his books. Prior to this
Union cooperates with the Black
request, he had gone to the ProEducation Program and works
vost for Student Services to make
with the Black Education Pro- a similar request. Dr. Boateng
gram Director who has conthen explained to Mr.
tinuously displayed involvement
Echikuwoke that state funds canand interest relative to students'
not be used for that purpose and
rights and responsibilities. We are that he wasn't in a position to
sincerely encouraged that the reloan him that amount himself.
cent accomplishments and direcWhen Mr. Echikunwoke's retion of the Black Education Proquests were turned down he then
gram, under the present director
began to harass the directot 's
will continue to enhance the proresidence with phone calls. He
ductivity and visibility of the
then learned about the Black
Black Student Union.
Education
Program Library
Walter Weaver
which had been established a
President, Black Student Union number of years earlier and

BSU
blasts writer

before our present director was
appointed. Mr. Echikunwoke
then calculated with some inaccurate logic that the director used
the Black Education Program
budget to establish a library that
was already present when he was
appoin ted to hi~ present position.
Nobody from the Black Education Program and nobody
capable of cl ear and accurate
judgement wd uld or could confirm such an .illegauon.
The offi c .: of the School of
Human Lea' ning and Development, which o,·ersees the activities a nd perfNmance of the
Black E jucation Program has
evidence l O sho\\ that not even
one per.ny has been spent on the
library .
Following those developments,
the
Black
Education Program invited some
students to serve on a student advisory council to a~vise the program on student needs and interests. The council is an independent unit which was given the
authority to meet at its convenience to advise the Black Education Program on any issue related
to the interest of students. After
the council had been organized
Mr . Echikunwoke expressed
dissatisfaction with the composition of the council because he had
not been selected to serve. His
reaction to this situation was in
this manner:

l. A letter-writing campaign to
repudiate the character and
reputation of Dr. Felix Boateng.
2. Confrontations with the Advisory Council for the Black
Education Program.
3. Confrontations with the Black
Education Program Staff.
4. Spreading false information
on the Black Education Program.
My last comments on this subject will be an invitation to stop
·
.. .continued on next page
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Moi-e lettel"S
•

Explanation--------- Cole says 'get your act together'
.. . continued from page S
this
vendetta and
truly
acknowledge the contributions
that the Black Education Program has accomplished under the
leadership of Dr. Felix Boateng
which includes:
I. Increased class enrollment.
2. Increasing the number of
classes offered.
3. Initiation of a new advisory
council for the Black Education
Program.
4. Functioning as an advisor for
students rights and responsibilities.
5. Publication of articles and
papers highlighting the
multicultural experience especially in the Spokane area.
6. Recent conclusion of a conference, "Black Studies and
Public Education" which invlved
teachers and administrators from
all of the school districts in this
area.
7. Servicing the needs of

students, (a byproduct has been
the revival of the food bank program for needy students).
8. Working cooperatively with all
community elements to bring
about a more comprehensive
outreach and functioning of the
program in the community.
9. Continuation of a tutoring
program.
10. Continued research into the
Black American Experience,
especially in the Northwest.
1.1. Involvement of students in all
phases of the Black Education
Program.
12. National exposure of the
Black
Education
Program
through the director's reputation
and scholarship in the National
Council for Black Studies.

To the editor:
This letter is not only in response
to the letter in last week's Easterner
but in the form of a complaint
against The Easterner staff.
In answer to Mr. Echikunwoke's
letter I have this to say: "Get your
act together." If you are going to
run around making accusations
against the Black Education Program at least make sure there is
truth in your accusations! The
Black Education Program did not
plough its resources into the making of the library. A majority of the
books were donated to the program
long before I even entered Eastern
as a student some three years ago
- I know they were there for a fact
because I was instrumental in help-

analysis a better understanding of
the functioning capabilities and
potentialities of the Black Education Program will be realized.
Professor Joe Franklin
Faculty, BEE

Writer was on the warpath
To the editor:
I was surprised to see the comments in The Easterner regarding
the library in the BEP. It's too bad
that the writer has to "vent his
anger" in such a manner. His
dispute started back in the summer
before the new director came.
When it was necessary, the BEP us-

discussion, correctly when our
arguments are valid and sound,
and self-critically when our ways
of reasoning are themselves
scrutinized. In evaluating our opinions with this definition we improvt: our arguments and learn to
be less critical of old and new
ideas.
I believe the ability to think and
express oneself rationally is learned in discussions in which being
rational is expected. Anyone interested in participating in roundtable discussions in which topics
come up spontaneously and which
sometimes. may include guest
speak~rs are invited to call Marty,
at 359-2734, or Kerrie, at 2355345, for more information.
Marty Rudd

There's a television commercial
that shows a young man going off
to college only to return later with
a sad look on his face because he
lacked the computer skills it took
to compete.
How well this characterization
stacks up with reality is debatable
but few will deny that knowing
your way around a computer
keyboard is becoming increasingly·
more important. If you think you
lack the necessary computer skills
Eastern Washington University
Conferences may have the solution
for you.
They will be sponsoring "An Intensive 'How-To' Workshop for
the Computer Beginner" March 19

Spring quarter parking decals
will go on sale Feb. 27, with a
chance for drivers to save a little
money by choosing lot 16 in
which to park.
The cost for lot 16 will be $15
as opposed to $21.50 for all other
lots. The lower rate is being offered in an effort to relieve usage
in some of the interior lots.
Decals will be on sale Monday ·
through Friday from 8 a.m. until
S p .m. with the sale lasting•
throughout the spring quarter.

Kampus Sonshine Ministries is
presenting a movie on abortion,
"Assignment: Life," at 2 p.m. apd
7 p.m. Tuesday in the Kennedy
Library Auditorium.
The film presents interviews with
evangelical leader James Dobson,
Cardinal Timothy Manning, Illinois Rep. Henry Hyde and prolife medical leader Jack Wilke.
The free showings will "speak to
youth about the traumatic consequences of yielding to the sexual
pressures of today,•• said Ministries
Pastor: Bob Elfers.

ed to allow students to make long- books with. After the request was
distance calls to their embassy. turned down, he began to wage his
After this person abused this pro- "princely" war . In fact, he forgot
vision and made it necessary to to use his real name, the one that ·
eliminate this privilege for all · bears his reputation, Mark
students, he went on the warpath. Echikuwoke. Some children never
He softened up when the new direc- grow up when they don't get their
tor came and asked the new direc- way.
tor if he would take funds from the
Shirron Hervey
department budget to buy his

Computer Workshop
teachiag tile BASICs .

Student drivers
can save money

Abortion film set

Echikunwoke is just assuming mass
support when he uses sweeping
statements saying "we." I am taking full responsibility for my letter,
not hiding behind a supposed
group of "others."
As far as the Easterner staff goes
I have but one statement. It's too
bad that the only coverage that the
BEP can get from you happens to
be negative!!
Why weren't you there to cover
all the positive things that have
been happening in the BEP? Have
you forgetten (or did you even
know) that Febn.1ary is Black
History Month?!
Get your act together and let's
see something positive for a
change!
Annie Cole

It is hoped that through this

Rational thinking is learned
To the editor:
One way or another we usually
retain our judgments, even
though they may be based on inconclusive evidence. When these
opinions are met head-on with opposing views people in general
withdraw, become angry or both.
Reacting to, instead of discussing
differing opinions is responsible
for much of the stagnation found
in the classroom, our campus,
and society in general.
It appears then that many of us
are not living our day-to-day lives
as rational human beings. A rational human is characterized by
the appropriate, correct, and selfcritical openness to ideas. We
reason appropriately when our
reasoning applies to the topic of

ing to catalog them.
As for the tutorial services - there
IS presently an existing service as
you would know if you were in fact
a student who required these services. Again I know this to be fact
because I have made use of it.
Your accusations against Dr.
Boateng seem to be your way of expressing your anger, or could it be
more properly termed jealousy?!
As far as I am concerned Dr.
Boateng is taking ~ program that
has been getting nowhere and is
turning that around. He is doing a
remarkable job of furthering the
education of the public on matters
dealing with the Black People and
their cause.
To Dr. Boateng I say "Keep up
the good work." Apparently Mr.

a-1 _&. artcraft printing, Inc.

Resumes
- Resumes -. Resumes

through 23.
The workshop is designed
specifically for the person with little or no computer experience.
Those who participate will be
taught BASIC, and easy-to-use
language 'that ·is universally
available on personal and micro
computers.
It is hoped the workshop will
provide the participants with the
skills to use BASIC with any

Biology seminar set
. Bobbing for amoeba? Pin the
tail on the unidentified primitive
life form?
Grad students of biology can
discover what takes place in the
wonderful world of biology,

$1 .oo Oft Any Garment
Excludes Leathers• SPECIAL ENDS MARCH 1

----JIFFY CLEANERS

-

EASY PARKING -

Due to ar1;.error. beyond our control, Artcraft Printing's ad and alphabetical
listing were omitted in the yellow pages of the 1983 Telephone Directory.

.

'

1
CoupnnWnrtt, /~u

1708
First
Cheney
ne_235-4458
COUPON _ _
__
_St.,
llllilil_
_. , . . _. . Ph_
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LEAP YEAR.SALE AT

Cllet's Flowers
ONE DOZEN C~RNATilONS
FEB. 27 TO FEB. 29 ONt.Y

92•
"Brighten
someone's day

with
Fli.OWERS!"

Let us prepare your resume. We're a full service print shop:

' W. 33 J M.tn, Spokane, WA

seminars Wednesday, Feb. 29 at a
Graduate Biology Seminar.
The event will be held in the
Morrison-Streeter multi-purpose
room from 8;30 p.m. to 12:30
a.m., and refreshments will be on
hand during the fun-filled hours .

liAVEII - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - c o U P O N

YOUR COMPllTl RESUME SERVICE!

614-3383

desktop computer. The workshop
will also teach people to write their
own programs, recognize program
errors, determine if a program
works, understand other programs,
modify existing programs to better
fit individual needs and put users
in a position where they can feel in
control of the computer process.
Cost of the workshop is $160
with materials included. For more
information call 456-6414.

235-4916
13191st Cheney
Open 9-5:30 Mon.-Sat.
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'84 leaps four-year
gap in single bound
By Gordon Wittenmyer
Staff Writer

Duane Hille and Ron Parker rehearse Paul McCartney's "Ebony and Ivory" in preparation for &he opening tonight of UniversUy Theatre's "Fantasy on a Winter's Eve."
·

Theatre 'Fantasy' is
opening here tonight
Chad M. Hutson
Staff Writer

Finishing the evening's entertainment will be Eastern's musical
company performing '• A Little
Tonight in Eastern's University Traveling Music." The group will
Theatre is the opening of "Fantasy perform old and new favorites in
on a Winter's Eve," a fun-filled_ song and dance.
evening of song, dance and satire,
Pam Ferraro's rendition of
put on by the EWU theatre
"Chicago, Illinois" from the hit
department.
movie, "Victor Victoria," and
The show starts at 8 p.m. with Hillary Devin's performance of
Eric Hartley in Anton Chekov's "Memory" from the broadway hit
famous satirical monologue. "On "Cats" will highlight this fastthe Harmfulness of Tobacco!' Pro- paced musical. Other performances
fessor Gene Eugene will direct this include Karla Dippel, Pam Ferraro,
and Shari Crosby in "Crazy
unique one man show.
World," Rick McKinnon and
Following Hartley's piece will Diane Carson singing Billy Joel's
be "A Water Bird Talk," a one- "Just the Way You Are," and Ron
man, one-act opera adapted from Parker and Duane Hille performing Paul McCartneys' "Ebony and
Chekov's "On the Harmfulness of
Ivory." Joining the company is
Tobacco" by Dominik Argento.
Joanne
Jaynes
who
will
John Duenow will perform this
45-minute opera accompanied by choreograph and da.nce selections
Diane Rostkoski on the piano. This from Jonathon Livingston Seagull
operatic version of Chekov's by Neil Diamond.
"Fantasy on a Winter's Eve''
monologue will be directed by Edie
promises to be a wonderful evenBucklin .

ing of music, dance and satire for
all. Curtain is at 8 p.m. every
Thursday, Friday and Saturday
from Feb. 23 to March 10. General
admission is $4 with free admission
to all students with EWU I.D. Call
the University Theatre in Cheney
for reservations.

. International
Students

FREE

FROM INTERNATIONAL
STUDENT MAGAZINE

Receive
next
6months issues FREE
PLUS a 13.000 Word•
rich 695 Page Pocket
Dictionary
FREE
when you order this
Fabulous New Book
"Encyclopedia
of
Opportunities
for
Internationa l Students in the United
States ."
WHAT'S IN IT?
Everything listed
here and more.

9111st St.
•••••••■ COUPON•••••••~
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Big Zipper
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Establish excellent
credit in as little as 45
days. Use your new
credit to get loans for
your education or any
other p·u rpose.
Over 2000 sources of
financial assistance
for
International
Students . ranging
from $100 to as much
as $12.000. Most
awards based on
need alo,:ie.

Pity the poor souls born on Feb. 29. Rumor has it they age four
years for every birthday.
Wednesday these unfortunates will celebrate another anniversary
of the day of their births, but they will have to wait until 1988 to
celebrate another one. They were born on a day made up of accumulated leftovers of four years - they were born on the extra day
of a leap year.
Eileen Starr, director of Eastern 's planetarium said that adding a
day to every fourth year is "the only easy way, more or less, to come
up with an even number of days in a year.''
She said that because of a lack of synchronicity between the
Earth's rotation around its axis (the time in a day), the moon's rotation around the Earth (the time in a month) and the Earth's rotation
around the sun (the time in a year), there is approximately onefourth of a day left after the standard 365 days in a year have expired. This forces compromises to be made to have an even number
of days in a year and remain current with time as dictated by the
universe.
"Calendar makers forever have been trying to find ways to synchronize those three units," she said . "It's not an easy task ."
Starr said that some of the original calendars were based on the
moon, and problems ultimately resulted in entire seasons straying
from their predetermined plots on the primitive time graphs.
It wasn't until Julius Caesar developed the Julian calendar
"about 2,000 years ago," said Starr, that the leap year with its contrived Feb. 29 came into existence.
She said that the reason the day was added to the month of
February was that the year used to end in February. The year began
in March during the vernal equinox, she said. So apparently Caesar
just tacked a day onto the end of every fourth year in making up for
lost time.
Perhaps there would be supporters from today's society in favor
of reverting to the ancient Egyptians' method of synchronizing
themselves with the universe. The Egyptians would finish the year
ahead of time, having only 360 days in their annual tenure, and, said
Starr, " would have a whole bunch of party days" until time caught
up.

At no t ime has so much been
gathered together for the Practical
Benef it of the International Student.
And what ·s more the book is c heap
compared to the text books you have
to buy for one c lass alone. q uarter
after qu arter . semester after
semester.
Now you must agree that students
who have access to informat ion do
better and ach ieve their goals easier
than students who do not . more
espec ially when the student is in a
foreign land .
This book is the result o f months of
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Won't you buy now and save .
because I know you wi ll want t hi s
book someday .
Just look at the Content . And mi nd
you the Chapters l isted here are on ly
Half the story .
I guarantee that you will be completely satisf ied with th is book and
that it w ill bring yo u years o f Ioy . or
return i t fo r a fu ll refund o f your
money

How to improve your
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Free
yoursel f
from
loneliness .

p e rfe ct ly
legal )
method
is
surp ri singly easy to use
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Today's candida-t es
*****************************

1·

~;,;t .

Craig Hans.en
President
Isn't it time you started getting
more for your money? More of
what you are paying and voting
for? By now you've paid in at
least $6 to ASEWU and as much
as $800 - maybe more.
A strong ASEWU government
can use that kind of money - $1.5
million annually - very effectively
to make your life easier and better . And it can give you better
representation in all matters - including your money.
This type of representation is
not achieved on the 3rd floor of
the PUB nor is it achieved in executive meetings or behind closed
doors. It is achieved by contacting
students on their own teritory, by
opening meetings, and by promoting the free flow of information.
From the beginning only one
ticket has promoted this type of
representation, has gone to the
Attorney General to make sure
you get the information you need,
has shown the holistic approach
needed for truly representative
and effective government - the
ticket of Hansen, Moran, and
Kratofil.

Bill Muir
Vice President

Thayne Stone
President
We spend so much time during
a campaign tearing down, and finding faults within the ASEWU that
we forget the things within it that
build and do good. Our system
isn't perfect. However there is a lot
in it that does work, and there are
students striving to make it work
better.
My running mates and myself
are some of those students. We are
committed to making the ASEWU
work for all students. If we have
to initiate programs to insure equal
representation, then that is what
we'll do. If we have to get student
input by going out and holding
forums and workshops, then that
is what we'll do. We will do
everything possible to represent all
the students 'in the most fair and
professional way possible. Please,
make a careful choice in this election . Your vote is the final
decision .

As an involved and interested
student, I recognize the importance of leadership and an active
voice to protect the rights of all
students . I am Bill Muir, running
for Executive Vice-President. The
matter of productive student
representation is a major concern
on campus. I will make this a
priority for myself and the
ASEWU administration. Put
simply - I care.

Financ, Vice President
It's $1.5 million dollars. And in
the past, a lot of it has been
wasted. Wasted on needles project delays, on programs nobody
Vice President
I've been told that "Eastern wanted, and through ineffective
students just don't care." But you funds usage practices. What has
do care - about your own personal been spent could have been better
passions, which is as it should be. spent. For lower book prices, betAnd you care deeply about two of ter health and child care, more of
the things that all students have in the programs you really want.
Having an accountant to accommon: your ideas and your
count
for those funds is impormoney. You want your student
tant
but
you need someone who
government to listen to your ideas
and to make good use of the can analyze and manage those
money you have to part with each funds. In that respect I can apply
my fours years of work as an
quarter.
Unfortunately, recent student Assistant Manager at Safeway,
governments haven't
done with responsibility for various
types of financial management, as
enough of either.
well
as just accounting.
Fortunately, there is something
And you want someone who
you can do about it.
will
listen to your ideas about
From the beginning, one ticket
spending
that money. One team
has advocated better organization, less secrecy, truer represen- has shown its dedication to giving
tation. By using existing clubs and you that kind of representation,
organizations, keeping meetings from the beginning. One ticket
open, taking the $1.5 million has brought you the information,
budget seriously, we can do both: starting with the "$11 million
listen to your ideas and use them; peanuts" poster.
One ticket - Hansen, Moran,
and give you the most for your
and Kratofil. Get the most for
money .
One ticket - Hansen, Moran, your one vote.
and Kratofil.

Mike Moran

Jose A. Cortez
Council Position #3
The ASEWU needs students
who have the ability to be effective and efficient. At times,
students commit themselves to do
something for their fell ow
students and when they do not
posses the ability.
If we want our student council
to be effective we must make the
right choice and elect only those
that know the system and have the
experience, but most importantly,
we must choose those who will be
not only effective but also efficient.
Your vote will make the difference!

Mark Andrew Dunn
Council Position #4
I am a sophomore majoring in
accounting/business. I have been
active in student politics since
high school, where I served as the
ASB President and Vice President. Now it is time to get involved. I see hope in the PUB expansion, child care, Willow Springs,
parking and other student
benefits. Let's get these issues
resolv~d!

.

~.,

Michael G. Jaynes
Council Position No. 5
(No statement available)

~l

Darren Henke
Finance Vice-President

..

Mike Cranston

Dean Moore

Council Position #4
I am a business major currently
in my third year at Eastern. Over
the past two years I've realized
the need for involvement in our
student government. I've seen the
administration implement proCouncil Position No. 3
grams that benefited them more
Thanks
for supporting me in the
than they have benefited the
_
primaries.
I hope you will continue
students. This is the students'
university and should be run by to stand by me with your vote in
the students for the students. I •in- the generai' election. With your help
tend to listen to the prqblems of I will be able to .represent you and
Eastern's students and make the accomplish our mutually beneficial·
problems known to the student goals through a qualified AS
council.
council. I plan on being heard!!
❖

Sue Thompson

«

Council Position #5
I decided to run for office
because of some of the things that
I've seen happen around Eastern I
just don't think are right. There
are several improvements around
campus that I want to see if I can
do anyt.h ing about them. I just got
tired of bein1 a watcher and now I
have decided to be a doer. My
main concerns are parkin1 and
the bringing together of the two ,
student bodies (off campus, and
on cimpus).

The current financial operations of ASEWU appear to be in
their best shape in several years,
and it is important that they re'main that way.
The coming year will bring
many budgeting challenges due to
EWU's growth and expansion,
and I am concerned that your interests be properly represented in
all financial decisions.
With your help I hope to
safeguard and fine-tune the financial operations of the Associated
Students.

r

,.
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VOTE.TODAY
ASEWU GENERAL
ELECTIONS
SAMPLE BALLOT
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL
AMENDMENTS
PLEASE NOTE THAT IN AM ENDA TORY SECTIONS:

Underlined matter is new matter, and deleted matter is
~MJ'"91M'8fMH~~NW'9~~~NH.

Terry Draper
Council Position #6
Student apathy is a philosophy
I can't stand by, although I certainly understand the reasons for
it. Knowing a variety of people,
· both on and off campus, and
looking at the cui:rent council, I
feel I could offer students what's
missing - real representation.
I feel I can make my voice your
voice, and that's what you're
voting for - a voice.

Ken Walsh

AMENDMENT #1

Council Position #6
My name is Ken Walsh, a candidate for Position 6 of our student government. I am a Spokane
Valley resident, majoring in
business, commuting to Eastern
daily. I have previously held the
position of ASB President and I
·also am a veteran of the armed
forces. With this experience I
honestly feel ·1 can represent a
wide range of student interests.
.To be a successful government we
need equal representation of all
students.

Shall the Constitution be amended to require that the
ASEWU President be enrolled for, and complete, six (6)
credit hours at EWU during the summer quarter of their
term of office?
YES
□
NO
□
NEW SECTION
Article Ill, Sec. 6 (g) The ASEWU President shall be
enrolled for, and complete, six (6) credit hours at EWU
during the summer quarter of their term of office.

PRESIDENT

Thayne Stone
Craig S. Hansen

□
□

AMENDMENT#2
Shall Article Ill, Sec. 10 (a) be amended to include the
explicit requirement that the ASEWU President attend
school at EWU during the summer quarter of their term
of office?
YES
D
NO
0

EXECUTIVE
VICE PRESIDENT

Willow Springs
Pro...

"All literary men can tell people what they ought not to be; that is literature.
But to tell them what they ought to do is - politics."
John Galsworthy
"Castles in Spain and other Screeds"
This one quote captures the essence of the problem that surrounds Willow Springs funding; that there is often conflict between creative endeavors and what
other people term impractical undertakings. This "conflict" most recently took
the form of the ASEWU denying funding to Willow Springs, in effect prohibiting the publication of the magazine. Several arguments were presented on
behalf of the magazine.
1) Willow Springs is a high quality literary magazine and as such is nationally
recognized.
2) Willow Springs, being one of many departmentally related organizations
funded by ASEWU, provides valuable job experience for both the student
editorial staff and student writers who submit works to a professional magazine
and receive professional critiques.
3) Fully one-third of the authors represented in the latest issue were EWU
students or graduates.
Because it is a creative endeavor there are many other advantages that Willow
Springs provides that are, however, hard to quantify. Briefly they are:
I) Willow Springs adds to the educational atmosphere at EWU.
2) Willow Springs is the start of a tradition in a school that has very few traditions.
_
3) Willow Springs adds to the profile of our university attracting well known
writers and poets for lectures and ultimately company recruiters, which can
mean better job placement in the future.
Students don't need gratuitous publication as the council suggests - They need
the opportunity to participate in a serious magazine and receive serious critiques.

...~.aad coa

The question of funding for Willow Springs magazine is a lively topic at
Eastern. Unfortl!nately many fallacies have been spawned with regard to the
magazine and several points have become veiled in confusion. The following are
the concerns expressed by student leaders that led to the decision not to fund the
Willow Springs ..
The role of the AS is to provide students with services and activities that may
be difficult or impossible to obtain elsewhere. It does not exist to make a profit
or provide an education.
Willow Springs appears to have lost sight of this goal in its attempt to become
a professional magazine. In the first five issues published by Bill O'Daly there
were 99 contributions, and of those, 3 were identifiable as Eastern students.
Other university affiliated, regional magazines, considered professional by Bill
O'Daly, maintain a much higher percentage of student publications.
Willow Springs is publishing professional authors, especially those published
by the Cooper Canyon Press (C.C.P.) C.C.P. was co-founded by Bill O'Daly
and his friend Sam Hamhill. Of the 99 contributions in Bill's first five issues 23
of those were from authors published by C.C.P. Sam Hamhill's work has appeared in five of the first seven issues. Fewer than IOOJo of other magazines'
published contributions come from authors published by C.C.P. According to
Bill the same problem occurred while he was editor at University of California at
Santa Barbara.
"Our advisor told us it was a lovely magazine, then went and told our department chairman that it was a magazine where every poet sounded the same and
they were all our friends." - Bill O'Daly, Easterner Vol. 3.5 No. 4.
There are problems with the magazine's financial management. The present
per copy cost of the magazine is about $.5. 70, yet it sells to the general public for
$4.00. Sales are low, yet Willow Springs will not accept advertising and has not
made any significant effort to promote the magazine on campus.
If the Willow Springs initiative passes, based on past performance, students
can expect the following contributions published at a cost of $20,000; six by
students, six by Sam Hamhill, and 46 by C.C.P. authors. The money will have to
be taken directly from all_other departmentally related budgets; theatre, various
musical groups, Model United Nations, and. all others. Please vote NO on the
Willow Springs initiative.

Bill Muir
□
Michael M. Moran □

AMENDATORY SECTION
Article Ill, Sec. 10 (a) The positions of ASEWU Council
Members, ASEWU President, ASEWU Executive Vice
President, ASEWU Finance Vice President shall become
v~cant upon the incumbent's death, resignation, recall,
withdrawal from membership in ASEWU (including the
ASEWU President, but excluding summer quarter for the
ASEWU Executive Vice President, ASEWU Finance Vice
President, and ASEWU Council Members), or declaration
of non-performance of duties stated in this Constitution
bv the ASEWU Suoerior Court.

FINANCE
VICE PAESl,D ENT

Darren Henke
Kratofil

0

□

POSITION #3

Jose A. Cortez
Thompson

□ r-:"":":':="'=="~==-=~~--------1

□

AMENDMENT #3

Shall Article 111, Sec. 10 (e) be amended to include
wording that clarifies the length of office for appointed
At-Large ASEWU Council Members?
YES
C

POSITION #4
□
□

Mike Cranston
Mark Andrew
Dunn

NO

Article Ill, Sec. 10 (e) In the case of a vacancy of a
Council position, the ASEWU President may recommend
a member of ASEWU to fill the vacant position with a ¾
(three•f ourths) approval by the ASE WU Council. The
appointee shall take office immediately upon approval of
the ASE WU Council and serve with full authority and
power until the next regularly scheduled election, at
which time a member of ASEWU shall be elected to
serve the balance of the term 1N1til-~ ...... "'¥
NMl!Mtletl. . Ntie~

POSITION #5

Dean Moore
Jaynes

□
□

POSITIO-N #6

Ken Walsh
Terry Draper

C

□ r-:~-=:":":"'::":'!:~~~-------1

□

AMENDMENT #4

~~all Article IV, Sec. 1 (a) be amended to change the
hhn_g_ dc!_tes for ASEWU positions to provide one (1)
add1t1onal week to prepare for elections and campaigns?
YES
NO

ALL STUDENTS
REGISTERED FOR
1 CREDIT HOUR
M0RETHIS
QUARTER ARE
ELIGIBLE TO VOTE.
NO OTHER
REQUIREMENT IS
IMPOSED.

C
C

AMENDATORY SECTION
Article IV, Sec. 1_ (a) Filing shall open on the fourth (4)
Thursday of fall, winter and spring quarters. Filing shall
close on the fifth (5) Th1.:rsday, and ASEWU primary
election shall be on the seventh (7) Thursday, and the
ASEWU general election on the eighth (8) Thursday.

AMENDMENT#S
Shall Article IV, Sec. 4 (b) be amended to provide tho
ASEWU Council with flexibility when determining the
times and places of additional pools.

ALL WRITE.IN
CANDIDATES MUST
RECEIVE FIVE(S)
VOTES, LEGIBLY
WRITTEN, TO BE
CONSIDERED VALID.

YES
NO

:J
[j

AMENDATORY SECTION

1,

1,

Article IV, Sec. 4 (b) The polls shall be open in the
Pence Union Building and Tawanka from 7:30 a.m. until
7:00 p.m. The opening and closing hours of any ad•
ditinn•I Dolls riuinnated bv thA ASEWU cnuncil ~hall
be such that the polls can be open no earlier than 7:30
a.m. and close no later than 7:00 p.m. Members of
ASEWU shall be allowed to vote upon presentation of
suitable indentification.
INITIATIVE 84•1
Shall i! be resolved that Willow Springs, a semiannual
EWU literary magazine, have guaranteed ASEWU fun•
ding of $4,000.00 annually for five years, beginning with
the 1983-84 academic year.
YES
D
NO
□

vo·T IN'G BOOTHS
In The Pub, Tawanka, & Spokaae Hig.h er Education Center
7:30-7:00 P.M.

..__SAMPLE BALLOT___.

1
•
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Sports
Eagle wings clipped
Men lose their final three games
By Greg Lee
Sports Editor
Something happened between Abilene
and Edinburg, Texas, last week.
The Eagles' men 's basketball team had
successfully kicked off their final road trip
of the 1983-84 campaign with a victory impressive for the most part, too - over
Hardin-Simmons.
The win gave Eastern coach Jerry Krause
his 250th career win at EWU .
Riding an emotional high and the hope
of finishing the up-to-then inconsistent
season with a winning streak, the Eagles
reached Edinburg to take on Pan
American.
Eastern lost. Krause wasn ' t using it as an
excuse, but he did admit the defeat was due
to the climate in which the Eagles played.
"It was a real tough loss. They (the players)
played hard and played physically,"
Krause said, reflecting on the season Tuesday night after Eastern lost its season finale
to intra-state rival Central Washington, 6658 in Reese Court.
"It was 82 degrees at game time (inside
Pan American's arena). It was not only
physically draining, but emotionally draining."
After the loss to Pan American , the
Eagles were then stampeded by Texas-San
Antonio Saturday, 107-70.

Central triumphs
Central's Wildcats never trailed the entire game - the best the Eagles could do was
tie it up JO times in the first half.
A season-high crowd of I ,863 turned out
Tuesday to watch Eastern tangle with its
old rival, CWU.
The state nemesis held the upper hand in
the overall series record. The Wildcats had
won 91 to Eastern's 70 heading into Tuesday's game.
The Wildcats increased their overall edge
and recent mastery of Eastern, as the
Eagles finished their first season of Division I basketball with a 4-22 record.
Krause has an overall winning record
against the majority of opponents he' s faced in 16 years as Eastern's head coach.
However, he's well below the .500 mark in
career decisions versus CWU. With Krause
at the helm, EWU has defeated Central just
17 times in 44 games. In 1976, Eastern and
Central split, each winning three games. In

that same year two contests were decided in
triple overtimes.
So Tuesday's battle with CWU brought
out some of those fans who have followed
the Eagle-Wildcat battles.
It was a pure case of one team . outhustling the other on both ends of the
court. Central's aggressiveness on the
defensive end forced the Eagles to shoot 43
percent, while the Wildcats used the inside
play of Ken Bunton to assault EWU's
prime weakne5:

Thompson shines
If there was a bright spot for the Eagles it
was the performance of prized freshman
recruit David Thompson, a 6-foot-9 product of the state of Oregon. Thompson,
who has developed and matured in the
minutes he has been alloted each game,
scored eight points and grabbed five rebounds in 14 minutes against CWU .
"l was real pleased with Dave Thompson's progress this last month," Krause
said . "He's really come along at both ends
of the floor and has demonstrated he'll
make that transition and be a good college
player if he continues to improve. The last
four or five ballgames he's played with
more and more confidence."
With 3:47 remaining in the first half,
CWU had a narrow 23-22 lead. Eastern
would score one hoop in the time left
before half, it coming on a Tony Chrisman
layin off a Paul Rutherford pass at the 1:55
mark . Central took a comfortable 31 -24
lead into intermission .
EWU rallied to within two points (41-39)
behind two Chrisman hoops and three
Thompson buckets. But the Eagles hit the
mute button on their offense and before
they realized what was wrong Central had
built a 10-point cushion, 49-39, with 11: 18
to play. Forced to foul, Eastern would pull
within reach of the Wildcats at 58-54, but it
would get no closer.
Chrisman, who moved into ninth place
on the all-time EWU scoring list, tallied 22
points on 10 of 15 shots. Jeff Reinland,
who connected on five howitzers, and
Melvin Bradley canned 10 each.
Bunton harassed Eastern' s lame inside
defense for six second-half layins or short
bank shots while scoring 17 of his gamehigh 23 points in the final 20 minutes.

Possibly the best thing about the
just-complete men's basketball
season is just that.
It's over.
Take a final look at the active
roster of the 1983-84 Eastern team.
For the most part, next year's team
will not bear much resemblance to
this one.
In their first season of Division
I competition on the highest of
basketball echelons, EWU sputtered like a Studebaker. No consistency day-in and day-out, or in
basketball sense, game-in and
game-out.
In the process of overhauling the after winning the first game of the
team's Division II engine of a season, EWU proceeded to lose
season ago in preparation for the seven straight.
17-road, 27-game Division I slate,
EWU bounced back with a vicJerry Krause received some bad tory over Cal-State Santa Barbara
news. Two of his star pistons, er, for win No. 2 before going on a
players were scratched before the nine-game losing binge. The Eagles
Eagles had even broke a sweat in were sober through it all, too.
practice. Eastern would be forced
Victory No. 3 came against
to function without two scheduled Idaho in Reese Court. After the
starters.
win over the Vandals, the Eagles
Instead of approaching the just- lost three straight before rebounfinished season with the hope of ding for a win (No. 4) over Hardinbreaking even, the Eagles had to Simmons, Krause's 250th as EWU
strive just to survive.
coach.
The Eagles' 2-2 losses can be
The Eagles' 66-58 setback to
graphed in streaks, accordingly: Central Washington University,

Pholo by BRAU GARRISON

Eastern's Tony Chrisman skys for two points against tight Central defense
Tuesday night.

Four games ago I was sweating .
it out. I had predicted before the
season got underway that Eastern
would finish 4-23.
Four games ago, the Eagles were
3-19. Then EWU handed Krause
his 250th career win in Cheney and
that upped the overall record to a
frightening 4-19.
Sincerely, I would have not
minded seeing my prediction
obliterated. But after the early injuries and considering the
toughness of the schedule, I
thought 4-23 was generous.
Tuesday ended the season on a
three-game losing skein. Losing
streaks of nine, seven and two
three-game turkeys account for the
22 losses.
It's hard to boil Eastern's season
down to a one-word assessment,
but if there's one word that would
describe it is continuity, as in the
lack thereof.
With a better balance in the away
and home games next season coupled with the redshirts, transfers and
recruits expected to contribute, the
Eagles may do more than just
finish above the .500 mark. EWU
will have Tony Chrisman back for

his senior year, a blossoming David
Thompson and redshirt junior
John Randa. Transfers Roosevelt
Brown and Rob Otis should help
make up for the outside shooting
void left by the graduation of
howitzer shooting ace Jeff
Rein land.
And Matt Piper, the leading
scorer (13.8 points per game) from
a year ago, is recovering nicely
from back problems.
Krause says the Eagles are doing
fine in the recruiting department
and he expects to bring in some immediate help.

•••••

As you know, the Eagles lost
their finafthree to end up 4-22. But
we're missing a game.
U.S. International cancelled its
game with EWU. Officially and
unfortunately, I'm right with my
prognostication.
For the year, I'm two for two in
predictions. I picked the football
record (5-5) correctly, too.
J guess I'll try baseball . This,
however, will be tough.
Stay tuned.

•••••
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Women bomb Idaho,clinch 2nd

By Greg Lee
Sports Editor

Bill Smithpeters didn't know
what to do Tuesday.
A victory over Idaho would
clinch a second-place finish in
the Mountain West Athletic
Conference and would assure
another meeting between the
two teams in opening-round action of the conference playoffs.
Do you let all your tricks out
of the bag? Do you play it with
a great deal of emotion and try
to beat them soundly?
Smithpeters was puzzled. He
knew his team should beat the
Vandals, but he confe·ssed some
apprehension as to how to go
about it.
All hindsight aside, Eastern's
women controlled the tempo of
the game and forced Idaho to
play Eagle-style basketball, as
EWU triumphed 83-69 in Reese
Court.
A record crowd of 668 watched the Eagles improve their
conference record to 10-2, 17-6
overall. Fielding one of the
youngest starting five (and
teams) in the conference,
Eastern has improved on its
1982-83 finish in the inaugural
campaign of the Mountain
WAC . EWU ended up sixth in
conference play last season at
5-9, 11-16 overall.
A win Friday ensures Eastern
of its best record since 1980.
As Fay Zwarych moved into
second place on the all-time
scoring list with her game-high
26 points (she now has 1,198
points), the Eagles received

The Vandals got as close as
eight points before Eastern
grabbed a 42-30 halftime lead.
With 7:03 to go in the second
half, Eastern had blazed to their
second 17-point advantage at
69-52. A Vandal basket with
I :48 to play moved Idaho
within 10 points, 77-67.
But free thorws f rom
Zwarych and Monica Van Riper
pushed the Eagles to their final
margin.
Idaho stayed in the game by
attacking the offensive boards.
The Vandals outrebounded the
Eagles 17-6 on the offensive
glass.
Overall, Smithpeters felt his
troops gave a good effort. " It
was importanl to bounce back
after such an important loss (to
Montana)," he said. "Our
defense inside was especially
tough .''

/.:,:,-)

Pho lo hy STEVE SMITH

Playmaking guard Lisa Comstock drives around Idaho's Krista Dunn in action Tuesday night in Reese
Court. EWU won and clinched second place, 83-69.

strong performances from
starters Cristy Cochran and
Alice Davis .
Cochran, who has played erratically and inconsistently most
of the season suffering from the
sophomore jinx, put together
her best effort thus far against
Idaho. The 6-foot-l forward

scored 15 points and grabbed
nine rebound, while Davis, a
junior, poured in 16, 10 in the
first half, and dished out five
assists from all over the court.
But the Eagles got off to a
slow start, apparently show ing
the effects of a tough loss to
Montana Saturday in Missoula,

88-70. The night before, EWU
slipped past Montana State,
77-69.
With 14:39 rema ining in the
first ha) f, the Eagles led 11-7.
Seven minutes and 10 seconds
later, Eastern led 27-10, the first
of two 17-point leads the Eagles
would relinquish.

In their loss to Montana, the
Eagles saw a 23-12 firs t-half
lead evaporate before Montana
took a 43-40 lead at intermission.
"We were up by five points
with two minutes to go in the
first half, " Smith peters said .
"All five starters were on the
bench with three fouls each .
Before we knew it they were
leading at halftime ."
Eastern got as close as 47-46
in the early moments of the second half before the Lady Griz
pulled away.
" We want one more opportunity to play them, " said
Smithpeters.

Trout fishing springing up regionally
By Stephen G. Hayes
Outdoor Writer
The spring morning was
sunny and held the false pro~
mise of a hot afternoon . A
light wind riffled the water
enough to hide the sloppiness of my cast with the fly
rod. The fly hit the water
with a plop and sank as I
slowly rowed along the
scabrock shore.
I let the boat drift and
began to strip in line.
Without warning the rod
violently jerked as a huge
trout nailed the black leach.
The rainbow fought hard,
but the fly road and net
finally won. The fish was a
four-pounder with brilliant
colors. It felt strong and
powerful in my hands as I
released it.
I almost felt as if I was doing something wrong. That
was the third large trout I
had hooked in the last hour
and I knew things would
pick up later in the day . Not
only was the fishing good,
but the early spring weather
was postcard perfeel and I
had the lake to myself. I
should have expected it
though - conditions like
those aren't uncommon for.
eastern Washington spring
trout lakes.
According to local trout
expert Keith Jackson, there
are plenty of opportunities
for winter-bound fishermen
during the next few weeks.
One of the most overlooked places is the Potholes
Reservoir near Othello. As
soon as the ice breaks up
fishermep will start pulling
trout up to six pounds out of
the Grant County lake.
Flyfishermen can expect
good action by trolling files
deep along the shores.

Another Columbia Basin
area that can be very productive are the seep lakes.
These ponds and potholes
are located on the Columbia
Wildlife Refuge and some
have special restrictions on
them. Jackson said that
most of these lakes have a
good population of 12 to
16-inch trout and there are a
few in the 6-to-10-pound
class

consistently hook big trout
in Washington is Lenore
Lake near the Saddle Mountains, according to Jackson.
This alkali lake habitats a
cutthroat-rainbow hybrid
that lures anglers from all
over the state. The limit is
one fish a day and there are
some closed water areas on
the lake. The best fishing is
after ice-out when these
8-to- IO pound "Lahontan"

Steelhead fisherman are
also gearing up at this time
of year. The nearest places
are the mouth of the
Methow River and the
Ringold Springs area on the

n
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PrCJfile
'Uncle Al' is EWU students' pal
By Alice Kirkmire
Staff Writer

As I walked into his office I
could feel the ·butterflies fluttering
nervously in my stomach. Come on
Alice, I told myself, everyone says
he's a neat guy. You'd think after
interviewing so many people I
wouldn't get nervous anymore. So
I figured let's get this one over with
and marched in to room 312 in the
PUB. I flashed his secretary a smile
and told her my name. She asked
me to make myself comfortable
and told me he'd be back in a few
minutes.
So I casually grabbed a seat and
surveyed the tiny office. As I sat
there my mind flashed back to all
the times I'd heard students talk
about "Uncle Al" as such a nice
guy. And the longer I sat there the
harder I thought about how the
University Disciplinary Officer
could be a "nice guy." Then I
glanced up and saw a bulletin
board with pictures of the cutest little kids all over it, and then I noticed the lettering across the top "World's Greatest Grandfather."
1 began to relax. After all if he has
grandkids he can't be that mean.
Then he walked in the door and my
calm flew out the window.
I began by asking Mr. Allen
Ogden ·how he became University
Disciplinary Officer, a job that
nobody really wants. "Well, when
they wrote the student conduct
code in 197J it called for someone
to fill that slot," he began. -"I guess
I just drew the short straw. Actually I took along walk around campus · and thought about the job.
Nobody likes to be a bad guy, but
I thought to myself that maybe I
could be more fair than any other
guy. I really try to be fair."
'' I guess I really enjoy the relationship I have with the students.
It's no secret that I'm -referred to
as 'Uncle Al.' Every privilege has
a price, and mine is that I can't remain anonymous. With this job
comes being me seven days a
week.''
Ogden went on to explain that
any judicial matter on campus
eventually crosses his desk, and
that's where his job begins. "I
don't solicit work; I never have. I
work closely with campus safety
and the resident halls. Problems
can be as simple as noise or as difficult as violence.''
When a student is brought in on
disciplinary matters he is given a
choice - he can either go before a
committee of faculty and students
or he can talk to 'Uncle Al.'. ''Most

..

students come to see me. They're
just more comfortable talking one
on one.''
Al says he has no regrets about
the job he's done, under different
titles, for the past 23 years. "I
don't regret what I'm doing. But
I have hurt many times because of
some of the problems students
create for themselves. I've lost all
inhibitions to shed tears in public
However, I usually talk to a lot
more students who just stop by to
talk. Maybe they're having some
minor problem and just need to
talk, I simply try to help."
He says that here at EWU the
campus attempts to police their
own affairs, something that has
been
accomplished
with
recognizable success. '' 1 firmly
believe that university students are
different, and they deserve every
chance to make it. We take care of
our own because many times
students are here on their own. I
consider it a real privilege to·have
the relationship with students that
1 have been able to have. One nice
thing is that I don't remember
names or cases - everyone starts out
equal and fresh." Quite an accomplishment when you consider
that Al has handled 4,446 cases
since 1971.
When a student brings a complaint to Ogden he has to ask
what they will accept as punishment for the one who's done
something wrong. "Let's say your
RA (dorm Resident Adviser) comes
to me with a complaint about the
fact that you come in every
weekend drunk ·and loud. Well
she's put up with it every other;
weekend before but his time she is
tired and has had a rough week', so
she writes you up. I have to ask
her when she'll be satisfied; how
much punishment, within reason,
does she feel _you deserve. Then I
make my decision. I have to come
up with the most reasonable answer
on the evidence I have."
Ogden says that he has no
tolerance for cases of. physical
violence. "I don't see any need for
people to beat on each other. This
is ·•my campus' and people should
be able to walk freely wherever they
want to."
Having raised six children is an
accomplishment in itself and
something Al enjoys talking about.
"None of my kids every loved me
any less because I kicked their butts
from time to time. As a matter of
fact, I have six very good friends
for kids, the same feeling I have
with my students. Fortunately my
family has been extremely acceptive

of the demands this job places on
my time."
.
Al believes one of the advantages
of his job has been the chance for
his kids to hear firsthand about
some of the problems 'Dad' has
dealt with. "I think that I haven't
had to deal with some of the
traumatic experiences other- parents
have because of this job. My kids
were always aware of things dad
has done. It allowed them a
preview of what can happen when
someone makes unwise choices.''
Ogdon believes the key to his
success as disciplinary officer has
been his ability to care about people as people which in turn provides
a vehicle for communication.
''Students respect and resond to
honesty; I try to be upfront with
everything. If someone asks me a
question I'll give them the best
answer I can. I strongly believe that
there is a place in this w.orld for
open honesty.''
And after about 45 minutes with
"Uncle Al" the interview that had
me nervous for days was over. As
we shook hands he stopped to ask
me where I was from, and I realized that regardless of titles this man,
whom everyone refers to as "Uncle Al," is really, truly interested
in the students who-are his friends.
Walking back to my room after the
interview I shrugged my shoulders
and smiled feeling -secure in the fact
that there was one administrator
out there who would do his darndest to help me make it. That's a
nice feeling.

University disciplinary officer Al Ogden's smile reflects tlie good
humor that has made him pop1:1lar with students despite the often
harsh realities of his job.
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MoVies
'Footloose' shou,s joys of ·dance
- - - - -·-- - -

By Cassie Andrews
Mo¥ie Critic
"Footloose" is an enjoyable
movie which, contrary to rumor,
is not a male version of
"Flashdance." It is about a
small, conservative town, more or
less run by its minister, which is
re-introduced to the forbidden
joys of dancing.
Kevin Bacon plays Ren, the
new kid in town, who has just arrived from Chicago. John
Lithgow is the town's church
minister, who has everyone convinced that dancing encourages
sexual irresponsibility among the
youth.

When Ren arrives and begins to
get settled in the town, he is
shocked to learn that dancing is illegal, and he receives a ticked for
playing rock music too loudly as
he is driving through town.
Ren befriends a football jock
named Willard, and the minister's
daughter, Ariel, who is less than
virginal.
As the movie progresses, the
reverend becomes more aware of
the fact that it is not his job to
save the entir~ town by denying
them what they would like to do.
He realizes too late that some of
the elders in the town have taken
his words too literally, and that
they now intend to burn all of the

.

evil works at the library. He tries
to explain to them that the evil is
not in the books. "It's in here,"
he says, indicating his - and their heart's.
Ren ralizes that it is his job to
plead the case of dancing before
the town's board meeting, so that
there can be a dance for the
graduating seniors. He also learns
that the warehouse he works at is
on the other side of the train
tracks, and therefore out of the
town's reach.
John Lithgow gives a stunning
performance as the reverend who
is trying to decide what is right.
He is a marvelous actor whose recent screen credits include

--------------

"Twilight Zone, the movie," and
"Terms of Endearment."
Kevin Bacon has appeared in
small roles in previous movies. He
was Fenwick in "Diner," and one
of the first killed in "Friday the
13th" (part one).
.
The dancing in "Footloose" is
very good, yet J!Ot so professional
as to be unbelievable for high
school kids. The photography,
which focuses on a lot of feet during the titles and a few shots here
and there, is also very good,
though people with foot fetishes
may enjoy it a bit more than
others.
"Footloose" is, all in all, a
good movie that should go over

well with everyone except those
who, like the people of the town,
hate rock and dancing.

"Never Say Ne¥er Again"
Sean Connery returns as an aging 007 in this weekend's
blockbuster movie in the
Showlater Auditorium. Although
there is a little less action than in
some of the other Bond films,
James Bond is still James Bond.
Women find him just as attractive
as they have in other films, and he
still has all kinds of tricks up his
sleeves.
"Never Say Never Again"
plays Friday, Saturday and Sunday evenings at 7 p.m. Admission
is $ I for students, $2 general.

Author to speak on 'new world Order'
By Charlotte Ludwig
Staff Writer
Dr. Richard A. Falk, who is
currently a member of the Center
of International Studies at
Princeton University, will lecture
on "Toward a New World
Order" on Friday , Feb. 24, at 11
a.m. to noon at Martin Hall
Auditorium.
This lecture is sponsored by the
EWU Artist and Lecture Series
and the EWU International Affairs Program in cooperation with
the Spokane Consortium for International Studies .
According to Ernst Gehlert of

the government department, Falk
will also participate at a peace
conference at Whitworth College
on Feb. 24-26, titled "Waging
Peace in a Nuclear Age .''
Falk has studied at Wharton
School, University of Pennsylvania, Yale Law School, and
Harvard University. He has served as vice president of American
Society of lnlernational Law, and
as research director for The North
American Team of the World
Order Models Project.
Falk is on the editorial board of
the following publications:
Foreign
Policy
Magazine,
American Journal of lnterna- .

tional Law, Alternatives, and The
Nation. ·
Falk has authored "End of the
World Order," "Law, War, and
Morality in the Contemporary
World," "Legal Order In the
Violent World," "Future of the
International Legal Order,''
"Crimes of War," and "A Study
of Future Worlds."

Winter tuition
due March 2

-Students who haven't paid their
winter quarter tuitions and fees had
better do so by Monday, March 2,
or they will be deleted from
registration rolls, an EWU official
said Friday.
18th of this month.
Those who miss the 5 p.m.
The public is invited to both perdeadline will also forfeit any
formances, both of which will be monies paid to the university this
free of charge.
quarter, said Joe Schaefer, controller of student accounting.
It's unlikely that any cancelled ,
registrations will be reinstated once
the deadline has passed, he said.
The university will also keep the
half-tuition payment required for
registration last December.
Schaefer said the university
usually has to ·delete about 100
students each quarter.
"That's a lot more than we'd
like to,'" he said.
Full payment of spring quarter
tuition is due April 13. Students
may bring all university receivables
to the Cashier's office in Showalter
120.
Support
For more information contact
Students Receivables in Showalter
118 or call 359-2374.
THIS 3PACE CON TP' BU' F , BY THE PUBLISh EA

Jazz concerts this week
The Eastern Washington University music department is planning
two band concerts for this week .
The first concert will be a performance by both the Jazz Ensemble
and the Lab Band tonight at 8 p.m .
The concert will be held in the
Pence Union Building. The Jazz
Ensemble recently competed in the
Kent-Meridian Jazz Festival and
will be performing competition
pieces tonight.
The second concert will be held
in the Music Building Recital Hall
on Feb. 29 at 8 p.m . The concert
will feature the University Concert
Band and the Symphonic Winds.
the Symphonic Winds will be playing the same pieces that they will
perform at the WEA meeting the

Free tax
•
seminar
On February 28, the EWU
Foundation will present a free tax
planning and investment seminar
at noon in PUB 3A. The seminar
will feature Ron Anderson, CPA
with Walther and Shriver, plus an
account executive from Dean Witter. For further information, contact John Colonghi at 359-2441.

Break at Beehive
Easternite~ broken by the daily
grind of school work, or just
looking to take a study break, can
take advantage of the quarter's
final Cheney Break tonight from
7 to 10 at the Beehive Restaurant
and lounge.
Entertainment will be offered
by the country group "Decades"
and drinks are 50 cents off for all
Eastern students, faculty and
staff with I.D.

helps

prevent
birth
defects

March of Dimes

.
The PUB normally a den of tranquility on weekends, will be brim ming with excitement this Saturday night as Casino night and Bon
Voyage Party invade the confines of that hallowed building.
Those 21 years or older will have the opportunity to gamble their
blues (and possibly their paychecks) away in the commuter lounge
where the gambling will be for real bucks. Those younger than 21
will be able to gamble but without the risks using monopoly-style
money.

·HAVING COMPANY?
TRY THE

Ill

304 W.1st Cheney, WA. 99004
On State ~ighw~y 904
C~lor 1V In Every Room!
. .PHONE: 235-6538
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*FESTIVAL*

presents
BIG BUCK'S BAND. ·
COUNTR~ROCK

•STAR TREK BLOOPERS
•OFFICIAL STAR TREK TiRIVIA QUIZ
• 2ND ·t . V. PILOT OUT-TAKES
•BEST OF STAR TREK & MORE

:"$2 Tuesday-pitcher
$2 each
*Wednesday-no cover
for Eastern Students
*lihursday-75• Bottles
* Friday-Eastern girls
night
No cover for gals

A 2 HOUR TREK•A•THONI

GONZ~QA UNl~ERSliliY
HtlGHES Al!JDITORIUM
FRl.-$,AT. FEB. 24-25
(Shows 7 pm-Fri. - 7 & 9 pm-Sat.)
Sponsored by Gonzaga Rowing Association
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rom Albi Stadium to the
KHQ · Variety Club
Telethon, from the tips
of their toes to tht? crownsof
their beautiful heads ,Eastern's
Jazz Unlimited Ill dancers
are garnering glances in
unlimited numbers as they
put their shapely figures into
motion.
Jazz Ill Unlimited has been
recognized by the ASEWU as
an official club on campus
for three years but has been
dancing seriously for the last
four years, said Maxine
Davis, instructor of the
dance group.
During the football season,
Jazz Ill performed ·'on an ex perimental basis'' as part of
the pre-game festivities at an
Eastern game at Joe Albi
Stadium. The group has been
asked to come back next
season for some halftime
shows.
Recently, they have been
strutting their stuff at
halftime for the EWU men's
basketball games. But with
the men's season having ended Tuesday, Jazz Ill will perform at its first women's
basketball game tomorrow in
Reese Court.
"They've really put on
some good halftimes," said
Davis.
An important part of the
club's 1984 season of events
is scheduled for the upcoming KHQ Variety Club
Telethon. Says Davis, the
dancers competed for a spot
on the telecast in two groups
of six dancers each. One of
the two groups was selected
while the other failed to survive the cut. "We tried to
organize the groups so that
each group would be even in
talent," Davis says. Despite
this, only one group was
chosen.
Jazz Ill Unlimited will hold
its own dance show April l 7•
J 8 at the D·ustin Dance
Studeo in ··Phase II.''
Davis does not want her
dancers to be misunderstood
in their motives:
"This is a student group •.
student
run,
student
motivated and for the
students of Eastern. These
girls are not star-struck and
not trying to be professional
-dancers. They are dancing
for fun, to enjoy it and to
represent the University.''
Tryouts for next year's
Jazz Ill group will be held Friday, March 30 from 3 to 5
p.m. at the Dustin Dance· Sarah Magee may _only be 4,foot-10. but despite her smal~
Studio. No previous ex- Magee has turned m some great performances for the year.
perience is required and
routines will be provided for
dancers at the time of
tryouts.

._

.

'Tm going to hate to lose her," said Jazz Ill instructor Maxine Davis
· of Susan Bigelow (above). Bigelow. Davis' "best" dancer, will
graduate from Eastern this spring.

p.,oto~ :,y
Brad Garrison
~tory by
Gordon Wittenmyer

j
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Vets' Corner

. . . continued from page 1 .
garnered 426 votes 10 .. Michael
Jaynes' 200. All six can dida te appear on today ' s ballot .
Voter will also be asked to
decide the fa te of ·everal consti tutional amendment a nd to vote on
a n initiative directing the council to
g u ara nt ee
Willow
Sp rin g
magazine funding of at least $4,000
a ear for five years.
Supporters say the initia l ive
directs the council to re tore funding to a magazine the student s
want to support, while opponents
contend the initiative undermine
the budgeting authority granted to
AS through the Washington Administrative Code.
Two of the co n s titutio n a l
a mendment s attempt to m ake explicit an implicit part of the constitution that requires the AS
president attend summer school,
Perkins said.
One of the amendments specifies

By Al Vogel
Staff Writer

nemplo ed and under-employed veteran may be a ble to use
their Veteran
dmini tration education benefits e en though their
IO-year limit on il use ha pa ed. The rece ntl y passed Emergency
Veteran ' J ob Training Act of 1983 extends the deadline o n the use
f educati n benefit for th e wh erved in the military between
Aug. 5, 1964 and May 7, 1975.
T he Act, pas ed last October, pay employer to train veterans
w ho meet ertain requiremen t as stipu lated by the VA. Employers
must ertif that they intend to hire the veteran fulltime upon completion of their training. Disabled veterans may be eligible for up to
15 months, while a ll o ther veterans have a maximum allotment of
nine months.
To be eligible for the extension, the veterans must still ha ve unused educational benefits remaini ng and must be unemployed or in a
low- income bracket.
* * * * * * *
Since the above Job Training Act i on a first-come , first-served
basis per slate, it i up to the ind ividual vet to take the initiative a nd
convi nce an em ployer of the value of hiring the vet subscribed to this
new program. I intend to find out if I am eligible to take advantage
of this program, and to sell myself to some local employers if I am,
a nd l urge you to do likewise.
• * * * * • *

Candidates
... continued from page 1

quarter 1985.
Candidates for finance vice
president, Darren Henke and
Mike Kratofil both have professional experience in money
management, Henke as an
employee of a certified public accounting firm and Kratofil as an
assistant manager al Safeway .
Henke has stated the financial
operations of AS are sound and
need little fine tuning.
Kratofil also has said the
finance operation is in good shape
but says he believes there are
areas that should be tightened,
such as weekend movie rentals, to
keep them from losing money.
The candidates' platforms address many of these same issues
but for the most part stress different approaches to them.
On PUB expansion, the Stone
ticket favors the Manson plan,
currently being worked on by an
ad-hoc Pub expansion committee.
That plan, based primarily on
ideas from Don Manson, director
of auxiliary services, basically
calls for compietion of the interior PUB remodeling projects
and renovation of the existing
book s tore and Showalter
a udi torium for student use.
That plan would most likely
mean a reduction of $130 a year

and was an executive assistant
spring quarter 1983.
Muir has stated his past leadership experience will be an asset to
the vice president 's role a s
speaker of the AS Council.
Moran has stated that he would
like to institute some of the principles he learned at the state level
into the AS government, including enforced speaking rights
a t all council meetings.
Moran disclosed last week that
he is one of 35 candidates for a
full-ride scholarship at Harvard
University, but he pledged that if
he were elected to the vice
presidency he would postpone accepting the Harvard scholarship if
he were awarded it until fall

Campus
police
Police are investigating a simple
assa ult reported in Streeter Ha ll
early Friday morning.
The president's office recei ved a
bomb threat to Kingston Hall at
7: 55 a .m. Friday. T he building was
evac uated a nd searched . No bomb
was fou nd and students were allowed back into the building in time
fo r 9 a.m . classes.
James G. Cai n , 19, of Spokane
was cited fo r criminal trespass at
Dressler Hall early Sat urday morning. Cain a nd another man were
firs t escorted from the building by
Uni versity Police at I: 18 a.m. Cain
returned to the dorm about 2:40
a .m. and was cited and released.
A 1981 Ford Granada was
reportedly s truck in a hit-and-run
incident in parking lot 10, near the
PU B, poli ce learned Saturday.
Damage was estimated at $300.
A cheerleader from Hoquiam ,
here for the state AA wrestling
championsh ip last weekend, told
police her purse had been stolen
from the EWU Pavilion sometime
Sa turday night.

in room and board rates starting
next fall.
The Hansen ticket favors a plan
using a " holistic" approach . That
plan calls for the same basic
renovations as the Manson plan
but also sets money aside to build
a large reserve fund that could be
used in the future if it appears
necessary to build a new theater
and bookstore.
The plan also calls for using
money to bring typesetting equipment into the PUB to use for student publications such as the
Focus and The Easterner, and
calls for setting aside $20,000 as
seed money to start a new yearbook .
If the plan were instituted room
and board rates could be reduced
between $75 and $85 a year,
Hansen said.
That plan drew some criticism
at the forum because of inaccuracies in some of the finance
figures in the plan, but Hansen
said those numbers wer·e meant to
be estimates, not final figures .
Both platforms call for greater
representation. The Hansen ticket
favors using existing organizations such as dorm councils and
clubs to gather student feedback
and bring that information to the
AS Council.
The Stone ticket c~lls for
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school year, 2-4 (flexible) hours
per week placing and filling
posters on campus. Serious
workers only; we give recommendations. i--800-243-6679 .
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25 Words or Less
,$2.00
Deadline Monday·9:00 a.m.
Payment Due When Ad is Submitted
Checks Payable to Alpha Kappa Psi
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r·or rent: One bedroom furnished
$230, one bedroom unfurnished
$215. College Park Apartments,
18 W. 2nd, #111. 235-6155 .
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COMPUTER TERMINAL
RENTALS
Stay at home and do your programming. Rent new terminal with
1200 baud modem for $90.00 per
month. Four month minimum.
Purchase option available too!
Acme T. V. and Computers, 1727
E. Sprague , Spokane, 535-4122.
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hires approximately 55 employees
for the seasonal work and is ' ' An
Equal Opportunity Employer.''
For further information contact
your student employment or job
placement office. ... . · ·
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changing the current at-large
council position structure tQ a
district structure with positions
specificially
elected
from
residence hall students commuter
students, and Spokane students.
Both platforms call for making
more information about student
government available to students.
The Stone ticket calls for completion of the information center
project in the PUB, the Hansen
ticket calling for greater recording
and reporting of AS information
to students in general.
Both platforms call for increased attention to reducing parking
rates and for a student health care
system.
Planks of the Stone platform
not mentioned in the Hansen platform include the creation of a student co-op bookstore to battle
book costs and improvements in
dorm entertainment, safety and
meal card discounts.
Planks of the Hansen platform
not mentioned in the Stone platform include the return of
Mayfest and institution of a peer
evaluation system for AS council
members .
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tation s in
ing places , uch a
1hat the president be enrolled for
at least six credit ummer quarter • Kingston Ha ll or the A rt building,
while the other attempts to clat ify to close earlier than 7 p.m . o n eleclanguage about the pre ident 's role t ion day , he added.
Poll for today's elections will be
during ummer quarter, he added .
T he thi rd amendment a 11 empts open in the PUB, Tawanka, and
enter,
to clari fy wording concerning the the Higher Education
appointment of vacant counci l Perkins said .
po ition to make it clear that an
appoi nted council mem ber serves
unt il the next regular electio n ,
Perkins a id .
The fourth amendment attempts
to add a week between the closing
Secretary wanted. Full time .
fo filing for council positions and
Tuesdays-Saturday.
Westside Honwhen the primary is held, he said .
da . Call for interview and appointThe purpsoe would be to allow canment. Spokane 747-1862, C heney
didates more time to gain name235-6666.
fam ilia rit y with voters, he added.
The last amendment is an atSEASONAL JOB OPPORtempt to make the use of extra pollTUNITIES.
A representative of
ing places in elections more
OREGON
CAVES
CHATEAU
feasible . Currently all polli'ng
will be on campus February 24th
places must be open from 7 a.m.
interviewing students seeking sumto 7 p .m ., Perkins said. The
mer employment at the OREGON
· amendment would allow some pollCA YES NATIONAL , MONU MENT. A variety of jobs are
available with the concessionaire.
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NEW ITEM

Super Burger

-$1.49

Hamburger patty, cheese, ham
and .all the trimmings.

12041st Cheney• 235-6126
Coupon Expires February 29, 1984

